WORD – Print words in Order. First determine Letter Values for base score then factor in Word Values
1. MYSTERY - First Word is always Doubled – base is 15 x 2
2. GEMSTONE - M and N are on Double Letter Squares. Base score only.
3. UNCOPYRIGHTABLE - O and A are on Double Letter squares. Base is 30. Since word covers three
Triple Word Score Squares, multiply base score (30) by 27. See Rule 2c.
4. USE - you cannot reuse the Triple Word Score. See Rule 4.
NOTE: Team then added S to USE and also created SODA. In this case S can be doubled twice for each word.

TOTAL POINTS
30
15
810
3

See Rule 5.

5. SODA – S is on a Double Letter and Blank for A is on Double Word. Base is 5 x 2. See Rule 3.
6. USES – S can be doubled again but U can’t use Triple Word again. See Rules 5 & 4. Base score only.

10
5

1. Designate one person to print words and determine scores on the Scrabble Challenge Score Sheet.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The score for each word is the sum of the letter values, plus the additional points obtained from
placing letters on premium color squares. Calculate base score with Double or Triple Letter values
first, then multiply base score by Double or Triple Word values if applicable.
When a word covers two or more premium word squares, use these calculations:
a. Word covers two “Double Word” pink squares (2 x 2) = 4 x base score
b. Word covers two “Triple Word” red squares (3 x 3) = 9 x base score
c. Word covers three “Triple Word” red squares (3 x 3 x 3) = 27 x base score
Blank tiles have no letter value, but the value of a word can be doubled or tripled if applicable.
Letter and word premiums count only on the first turn in which they are played. On later turns,
letters already played on premium squares count at face value.
When two or more words are formed in the same play, each is scored. The common letter is
counted (with full premium value, if any) for each word.

At end of game, please note that unplayed letters do not need to be deducted from the final score. Deliver Score Sheet to
Judges Table. Keep all tiles in place on the board until reviewed by Judges.

We believe in a code of honor… NO word lists or visual aides, other than the 10 + Tips,
are allowed on the table during play. This includes Smart Phones, Tablets, etc.
Players caught cheating will disqualify their team. If you must make or take a call or text,
please do so away from your table, but you may not be permitted to return to your table until the end of the round.
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1. There is one round of play – use the White Score Sheet. Each team starts and ends play at the
2.
3.

4.
5.

same time. Play lasts 30 minutes.
Extra Letter Tiles and/or Dictionary Peeks may be purchased for 3/$10.00.
All English words labeled as a part of speech are permitted except: words always capitalized
(i.e. proper nouns), abbreviations, prefixes and suffixes alone, or words requiring a hyphen or an
apostrophe.
Words up to 15 letters may be used, but each 10-15 letter word may only be used once.
Additional Rules regarding the 10+ Tips Booklet (and in contrast to Rule #3):
Please see 10+ Tips for words that will give you double score values. The booklet can be
purchased at the extra letter table. All other words will follow traditional scoring rules.

To Begin:
• The Mystery Word and its proper placement on the board will be announced by the Master of
Ceremonies. NOTE: Be sure to double the score for this first word.
• All players at the table work together to create words played either horizontally or vertically,
not diagonally. The second word must be linked to the first word; no word may stand alone.
At End of Round:
• Please calculate your scores and deliver your completed Score Sheet to the Judges table.
Leftover tiles need not be subtracted from the score.
• Boards must remain intact on tables for potential review by Judges until winners have been
announced. Judges have the final word in case of a controversy.
• At end of the evening, please clear the board and place all 100 tiles into the bag. Thanks.

Who are the Friends of Beacon Falls Library?
The Friends of Beacon Falls Library is a volunteer support group that advocates
for the library, assists the library staff with programs,
provides refreshments for events and raises funds for the Library Wish List.
Thank You! By purchasing extra letters, dictionary peeks, and teacup auction tickets,
you help us help our library. Your support is appreciated!

